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Leading people can be difficult. It challenges your empathy, problem-solving,
vulnerability, poise, and focus on a daily basis.
Today—and for who knows how long—it seems like everyone is learning to lead
from a distance. At EightCloud, we’re used to working remotely because we’ve
always done it that way. It’s central to our mission of providing Salesforce
excellence with utmost efficiency.
I consider myself lucky to have a strong team of expert consultants delivering
valuable services to our clients. They are the real “secret sauce” at EightCloud.
However, it isn’t just luck that keeps a talented and dedicated team headed in
the right direction. It isn’t really management, either. It’s leadership.
I’ve only been managing for part of my career, but over the years, I have
developed a structure to support my team in the rapidly evolving Salesforce
consulting market. In the following pages, I will share what I find works well
in managing remote teams. The concepts themselves are simple and applicable
to almost any industry or delivery methodology, but it’s the details that make
all the difference in these six important areas:

1 Communication
2 Setting expectations and following through
3 Sharing ideas
4 Ensuring the team is setup for success
5 Establishing a culture of accountability
6 Tackling challenging situations head-on
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1 Communication is Key
When your team is well-versed in kicking
off a new client project, keeping forward
momentum, communicating proactively, and
ensuring the client is engaged, the outcome is
typically a green project and a happy client.
When this happens, it can be easy to assume
that your team is happy, focused on clear
expectations, and moving in alignment.
But don’t be lulled into complacency! From
my experience, taking a strong and effective
team for granted and letting them run on
cruise control is a recipe for chaos.
Ever lose a client unexpectedly? Ever have
a project go red when someone on the team
went on vacation without properly setting up
a backfill? Ever have a pandemic unexpectedly
rear its head and force all of your clients to
operate in a new, entirely unexpected way?

When disruptions occur, your team needs to
know that you are aware of the issues and
have a plan to address them.
Keeping your team informed in a remote
environment takes uncommon behaviors. In a
consulting environment, where time spent on
billable and value-add activities for clients
is critical, every hour spent not working on
client projects must produce clear value. This
requires efficient means of keeping the team
informed, aligned, and moving forward.
There are plenty of tools we use to do this —
Slack, Salesforce, and video calls to name
a few. Whatever the medium, there are
consistent approaches that make the most
of the time we do spend together.
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One-on-one meetings

These are critical, but they need to be used
wisely, with a consistent agenda and prep
work that includes inputs from both the
manager and the employee. Outcomes of
this time should be tracked and consistently
revisited to ensure closure. Don’t spend
all of the time talking; questions, tone,
and a general assessment of an employee’s
well-being should come from these
discussions. I get this valuable time on a
bi-weekly basis. I reserve it for these clear
objectives and set up additional one-off
discussions to address other pressing issues.

Team meetings

These are also critical, and can be used for
much more than just general announcements.
This time can be used to foster learning,
trust, collaboration, and engagement from
the team. Getting an hour with your entire
team is valuable. Giving the floor to the team
to share solution demos and client stories is
a great use of this time. Not only does it give
the team insight into other clients and work
their team is doing, but it also gives me the
opportunity to hear about examples which are
inputs to growth, strategy, and focus areas
for the future of the company.

Casual check-ins

Don’t underestimate the need for check-ins,
announcements, and general banter. Our
team does this over Slack. Throughout my
years of managing teams remotely, I can’t
think of another platform that encourages
such simple, efficient, and transparent
communication. It’s important to do much of
this communication in a public forum, as well.
This helps create a sense of community and
a culture of transparency and vulnerability.
It also encourages others to engage. The
manager can be a spark, but shouldn’t be the
only voice. People and conversations should
start to feed off of each other, resulting in
more information sharing and critical, yet
casual, communication.
With an open and transparent culture, plus
tools that help foster that culture, the
isolation can be reduced or eliminated. It
takes work, encouragement, and consistency.
Put in the time and effort to facilitate this
communication, and you’ll discover your team
will perform more efficiently and effectively
than a co-located team.

Remember, working remotely
can be isolating, but it
doesn’t have to be siloed.
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2 Group Expectations with 		
Individual Follow-through
It’s one thing to present the “corporate objectives” to the
team, but it’s another to get individual buy-in. The way this is
done is through expectation setting and consistent follow-up.
I prefer to do the former in a group setting, and the latter on
a one-to-one basis.
Transparency is a huge asset to an effective leader. I want my
team to know there is nothing I am intentionally keeping from
them. Trust is essential, and it has to be earned. It is your job
as a leader to keep encouraging the team to move in alignment
with your objectives.

Don’t surprise. Prioritize.

I don’t like to bombard my team with “special projects.” They
need to feel like there is a method to the madness, and that any
non-billable work comes with consistent objectives from leadership.
Acknowledge that your team’s time is valuable by setting the
stage with only well thought out, priority objectives. It is a critical
exercise to spend time with your leadership to vet objectives and
identify those that are going to be acted upon by the company. In
other words, if it’s not a priority for your leadership, don’t make it
a priority for your team.

Acknowledge
that your
team’s time
is valuable by
setting the
stage with only
well thought
out, priority
objectives.

Once priorities are established, present them as a common goal,
set the plan and communicate globally. Announcing objectives
in team meetings not only allows the team to ask questions that
probe what those objectives are, but it also keeps me honest
towards ensuring the team is well aware of what the outcomes
of the effort are expected to achieve.
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Set clear, attainable outcomes

Before you ask your team to take their
valuable time and act on your objectives,
make sure you have a plan for those outcomes.
If you want them to invest time in getting
a new certification, learning a new skill, or
helping contribute to a company artifact, be
sure to have and communicate a plan for how
this effort will be utilized. The team needs to
feel like their effort is worthwhile, and have a
vested interest in the outcome.
Announcing the objectives with a call to
action is only the first step; it is planting
the seed. As a leader, you need to hold your
team accountable. Set actions and deadlines,
communicate consistently, and don’t be afraid
to call them out if they are missing objectives.
It could be that there is a barrier that they
need help overcoming. Sometimes you have to
probe to get an understanding of what that
barrier is, but you won’t know unless you have
these discussions.

Celebrate positive results

Spot bonuses, prizes and other forms of
recognition are good ways to recognize
and celebrate accomplishments, but don’t
stop there.
While it’s natural to think of a celebration
as an ending, there are benefits to thinking
of it as a new beginning as well. After all,
any special project or initiative is an effort
to establish a better future: a new process,
relationship, opportunity, and so forth. Report
back to the team how they have contributed
to the company’s objectives. Provide an
opportunity for people to demo or showcase
the great work they’ve done and also build
skills in a supportive environment. A “lunch
and learn” is a great forum for this kind of
celebration to encourage others to think
differently about how they solve similar
problems or accomplish similar objectives.
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3 Sharing Ideas: Show and Tell
One of the greatest joys I get from being a
leader at a Salesforce consulting practice is
the opportunity to witness the great work
that my team has accomplished. We’re lucky
that we get to work with clients who push the
boundaries of such an innovative and transformational platform. It provides a wealth of
opportunities to keep the team challenged and
growing their knowledge and experience.
One way to get the most out of these learning
experiences is to create a variety of forums
in which the team can showcase the work that
they are doing. Sharing project experiences
and stories provides the opportunity to:
✔✔ Present the great work that has been done
✔✔ Share lessons learned

✔✔ Build general excitement about a solution
✔✔ Provide a learning opportunity for others
✔✔ Build trust, vulnerability, and a safe space
to share ideas and feedback
Really, it’s a win-win. And it gives you a chance
to further strengthen the sense of community
that is so critical in a remote environment.

Internal Sharing
It can be extremely useful for the team to
engage and have a dialogue about solutions
they have delivered or are currently working
on. Presenting knowledge and achievements in
the form of a story is especially effective in
painting a picture that encourages engagement,
questions, and a general sense of curiosity.
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We make time for this nearly every week in our delivery meetings, small group discussions and
solution reviews, where a consultant shares a design or build approach and invites the team
to “poke holes” in the logic. This is an excellent way to build trust and encourage learning from
the collective group. “Lunch and learns” are another useful opportunity for someone to share
his or her expertise with teammates in a semi-social environment.

Industry Events

Externally, there are a variety of ways I encourage the team to share the great work they have
done at EightCloud. Our favorite forum is probably Salesforce’s regional and national events.
We typically submit several ideas or stories to be vetted by the event staff. Once selected, we
have the opportunity to share our stories with strangers, solicit their feedback, and in-turn,
enhance our own understanding of the topic. All the while, we are able to inspire and teach
others. It’s great fun and provides visibility for everyone involved.
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4 Setting the Team Up for Success
One of the worst things you could do as a
leader would be to assume that you—and you
alone—know what’s best for your team.
I’ve grown in my career by focusing more
on the people and clients, and less on the
actual technology. As a relative novice with
Salesforce, I know enough about the platform
to smell when something doesn’t seem right,
or offer a small gem of an insight every now
and again. For the most part, I stay out of the
details and focus on the company operations
and strategy.
In some ways, this knowledge gap makes
it more difficult for me to manage a highly
capable team. However, it has also ensured
that I continue to focus more on the client and
the team. The result is an environment where
I prioritize observation, analysis, and listening,
as opposed to issuing prescriptive solutions
that direct day-to-day team actions.

Know your role

I was selected to build, lead, and scale a
strong and established EightCloud delivery
team in order to meet our growth targets.
Since I was not a primarily billable contributor possessing comparable expertise in the
platform, I had to earn my team’s trust in
other ways.
Past experience had taught me that listening
and asking questions not only helped me
gain an understanding of the team, consultant,
and client, but it also gave me the opportunity
to understand my environment from a wide
angle. For instance, relieving someone’s
overflowing plate by transitioning an account
to someone with less work won’t solve
the issue of single-threading work through
one consultant.
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Be a leader, not a savior.

There was a time when my initial instinct
would be to go into problem-solver mode
whenever someone on my team came to
me with a challenge. This was not a good
approach for a variety of reasons. It made
me the bottleneck by putting many one-off
issues on my plate. It did not empower the
consultant to think about possible resolutions
he or she was perfectly capable of reaching
without intervention. Additionally, it assumed
that I was the best suited to solve the
problem due to my position and the power
it represents.
None of these situations are desirable, so
it’s critical that a leader take the approach
of listening first and acting second. This
does not mean passing the buck, however.

It’s important to give the person the
opportunity to present the problem, and
engage in a dialogue that may inspire him
or her to figure out an appropriate solution.
When this doesn’t happen, recommendations
from teammates within the practice can
help. However, it is the leader’s responsibility
to provide necessary support for whatever
decision is made.
The resolution can take many forms. In some
cases, it may require organizational change,
or a difficult discussion with a client or other
team member. It could also mean that the
employee needs to try something difficult,
where failure is a real possibility.
In any case, the leader must own the outcome
and therefore supply the support needed to
execute the solution.
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5 Establishing Accountability
Just as important as supporting your team
is holding them accountable. As a leader, you
set the stage by providing the objectives and
overall direction. You establish expectations
around those objectives and ensure that
they are understood across the collective
organization. And most importantly, you
follow-up and hold each individual accountable
for meeting those expectations.

lack of engagement. It could be that there
are just too many other priorities. Or, in some
cases, it could be a performance issue. In any
case, this results in a lot more oversight and
encouragement that you, as a leader, need to
take with these individuals.

When you have a rock star who is in total
alignment with your vision and expectations,
this is easy. You keep tabs, but for the most
part, you’re just delivering praise and support
for his or her continued progress towards
those objectives.
But let’s be honest, guiding people is not
easy, and because humans are fallible, even
rock stars need some encouragement, as
well as continued support and recognition.
They make your life easy. The majority
of your team probably just needs the
occasional nudge or reminder along with
continuing support. As long as you are clearly
communicating your expectations, the results
will most likely end positively.
However, there are also the laggards with
whom you’ll need to dig deep and challenge
yourself. There can be a lot of reasons for this.
Perhaps it’s a distraction which is causing a

One of the hardest things I’ve had to do as a
manager is let go of someone with whom I’ve
invested a lot time and energy. Throughout my
career, I’ve gotten better at doing this, but it’s
still not easy. I want to believe that if someone
is capable enough to be hired at EightCloud,
they can rise to the expectations I’ve set as
the leader. But, I’ve come to lean less on this
belief, and more on observed results. In order to
achieve observed results, I’ve needed to be very
clear on expectations and hold my individual
team members accountable for achievement
of these objectives.
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Real-time feedback

One-on-one meetings are great opportunities
to track progress against objectives. But
not every scenario can be addressed on a
bi-weekly basis. There are many situations
that require near real-time discussion (notice
I said discussion).
In a remote environment, it can be far too
easy to rely on instant messaging or emails
to handle difficult conversations.
If an employee is missing expectations, it
warrants discussions—ideally via video call.
If you feel there is potential to realign and
ensure your objectives are understood and
met, ensure you’re having these difficult
conversations. Don’t kick the can. Set the
expectation and take the necessary time to
follow-up and track progress.

We’re all adults, and that is why it is critical
for you to ensure you are establishing that
accountability with your team. Don’t let your
disappointment around missed expectations
be a surprise to your employees. If they are
missing the mark, tell them. Do it in real-time,
and don’t wait until a future meeting or performance review. If progress doesn’t occur,
make the tough decision to part ways. It’s not
easy, but from what I have experienced, most
people who get to this point understand. Also,
your current team may not directly affirm your
decision, but you’ll likely see a positive change.
When someone is missing your expectations,
they are likely missing the expectations of his
or her team, as well.
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6 Don’t Shy Away from Challenging
6 Situations
Often what helps you grow as a leader is that
which makes you uncomfortable. For me, it was
dealing with difficult situations head-on.

It is critical to understand and address those
motivations and the misalignments that create
tension with your objectives and expectations.

Today, if I see indications of poor-quality
work, distractions, missed expectations,
or disregard for assigned responsibilities,
I understand the need to address these
directly. That wasn’t always the case.

For example, let’s say John is on an individualgrowth plan, focused on obtaining
certifications to support his role and
expertise, speaking engagements to help build
his personal brand, and networking events
aimed at gaining a foothold in the community.
These take effort, and are generally a
well-regarded use of John’s time. However,
there can be an imbalance if John isn’t
meeting the expectations set by the client
engagement, his project team, and me as his
manager. It’s a balance to ensure employees
are able to meet their individual career
objectives, while still meeting expectations of
their role within the company. If the imbalance
persists, it will have detrimental effects on
the client and team morale, as John will end
up prioritizing his personal endeavors over
commitments to his clients and team.

Like many novice managers determined to
keep their teams positively motivated and
supported, I tended to avoid conflict. However,
the cost of not addressing problems can be
escalated issues, cancelled contracts and the
erosion of team morale. Weak leadership has a
snowball effect that results in a loss of trust
from which it is hard to recover.

Aligning Motivations and Expectations

Humans are complicated. People bring their own
motivations, which may not always be in alignment with the company that employs them.
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It’s not easy, but shying away from addressing these
can lead to your team, clients, and leadership losing
faith in you. Remember, it’s all about trust, and if you
cannot rise to challenging situations and address them
head on, that trust you’ve worked so hard to build can
easily disappear.

(Fear of) failure is not an option.

As long as your team sees that you, as a leader, are
effectively addressing challenges and providing a
strong foundation of support, they will know that
failing does not mean failure. That is the basis for
addressing challenges head-on: making sure your team
understands the support system in place so that they
can feel confident taking on challenges.
Use these challenging situations as inspiration for
stories. Share them with your team and seek feedback.
Reflect on what you encountered and how you
addressed it. What could have been done differently?
What would you repeat? As a remote leader, these
stories build trust by showing your vulnerability and
encouraging others to be equally as vulnerable. It’s not
easy…but it’s not supposed to be.

Remember when you fail to lift
yourself up and take the valuable
lesson which was just provided
to you. Learn from it and improve
moving forward.
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